Essays Legal Philosophy Summers Robert Editor
essays in legal theory - springer - five, called "my philosophy of law" is just that, and it reflects my work to
date on that cluster of themes, with emphasis on my most recent work on form, law, and legal theory. the set
of essays, in part two, falls under the category "form in law". i define "form" mainly as the organization of legal
phenomena such as social rules and legal theory - digitalcommonsw.yale - social rules and legal theory
concept of law,8 a thesis which belongs to moral as well as to legal philosophy. it argues, in its strongest form,
that no rights or duties of any sort can exist except by virtue of a uniform social practice of recog-nizing these
rights and duties. if that is so, and if law is, as i suppose, form and function in a legal system – a general
study - robert s. summers is the william g. mcroberts professor of research in ... more essays in legal
philosophy(university of california press, and blackwells, oxford, 1971). ... form and function in a legal system a
general study robert s. summers frontmatter more information. 1 martin p. golding april 2012 - duke
university - 1 martin p. golding april 2012 office address: department of philosophy and school of law ... more
essays in legal philosophy (blackwells, 1971), 69-100 (reprint of article). “principled decision-making and the
supreme court,” in r. s. summers (ed.) essays in legal philosophy (blackwell) , 208-36(reprint of article).
subsumption, derogation, and noncontradiction in legal science - ceptual terms, the legal system and
its rules, and for resolving con-flicts between legal rules. the statements of the exclusion and derogation
principles are to be completed by specifying the inde-tern," 47 archiv atir rechts- und sozilphm.osopum 355
(1961), reprinted in more essays in legal philosophy 69 (r. summers ed. 1971). a second strain ... hart's
definition and theory in jurisprudence again - that they call 'critical' as primitive essays in their own
philosophical method."1 3 both platonic and contemporary philosophy differ from phi-losophy thirty years ago,
although the latter difference is largely un-reflected in legal philosophy. i will examine the lecture that put hart
in response: pornography and the first amendment - response: pornography and the first amendment*
... summers, legal philosophy today-an introduction, in essays in legal philosophy (r. summers ed. 1968). l
have recently made similar observations in the context of the constitutional defmition of the word "speech."
schauer, speech and "speech": obscenity and "obscenity": an exercise in the an essay on constitutional
language - college of william ... - an essay on constitutional language frederick schauer* many
contemporary constitutional scholars have explored the extent to which, if at all, judges should go "outside of'
or "be yond" the constitutional text for decisional principles in constitu tional cases.1 although the resulting
discussions have been highly
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